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In this book, you will learn where the Open Source movement comes from and what motivates its adherents.  You will be introduced to the culture that fuels the movement, as well as the personalities and organizations that promote its growth.  You will also understand the strengths of the Open Source movement and how it changes the way in which software is written.  In addition, people and organizations wishing to participate in the Open Source world will be given a guide regarding what to do  - and what not to do - and why.  You do not need to be a technical wizard to read this book.  It does not matter if you are an IT manager, a programmer, or just someone who is interested in new trends in technology.  This book will peel away the mystery and misunderstandings surrounding the Open Source movement.      

       About the Author

Russell Pavlicek labeled by IBM, as an Open Source "advocacy guru" is a 20-year computer industry veteran. He is a regular speaker at Linux conferences; including LinuxWorld, Linux Expo, Linux for Suits, and the Bazaar, and has written several articles on Linux, and is often quoted in articles dealing with the subject of Open Source.  In his day job, Russell is the Linux/Open Source advocate at Compaq Corporation.  He is widely respected for his dual perspective of technologist and business strategist.
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Deterministic and Random Evolution (Mathematics Research Developments)Nova Science Pub Inc, 2013

	The first notes for this text were written during the summers of 2008–2010 when I taught

	a short course on mathematical modeling at the University of New Mexico. The audience

	consisted mostly of undergraduate mathematics students, and an aim of the course was to

	interest them in math at the graduate level.
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Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Artificial Intelligence)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
A concise and lucid exposition of the major topics in knowledge representation, from two of the leading authorities in the field.				-Stuart Russell, UC Berkeley

The information is valuable not only for AI researchers, but also for people working on logical databases, XML, and the semantic web.  Read this book, and avoid reinventing the...
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The Social Meaning of Extra Money: Capitalism and the Commodification of Domestic and Leisure Activities (Dynamics of Virtual Work)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Why do ordinary people who used to engage in domestic and leisure activities for free now try to make a profit from them? How and why do people commodify their free time? This book explores the marketization of blogging, cooking, craftwork, gardening, knitting, selling second-hand items, sexcamming, and more generally the economic...
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Mac OS X Version 10.3 Panther Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Navigate the Aqua interface like a pro as you quickly master version 10.3 tasks, including managing your files and disks and customizing your Mac. From the basics of working with menus and desktop setup to the cool features of iTunes, iPhoto, and iChat, you'll handle your Mac with confidence. Full of step-by-step instructions and...
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Phasing in Crystallography: A Modern Perspective (Iucr Texts on Crystallography)Oxford University Press, 2014

	Modern crystallographic methods originate from the synergy of two main research streams, the small-molecule and the macro-molecular streams. The first stream was able to definitively solve the phase problem for molecules up to 200 atoms in the asymmetric unit. The achievements obtained by the macromolecular stream are also impressive. A huge...
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Managing the Windows 2000 RegistryO'Reilly, 2000
The Windows 2000 Registry is the repository for all hardware, software, and application configuration settings, and Managing the Windows 2000 Registry is the system administrator's guide to maintaining, monitoring, and updating the Registry database. The book, which is an update of Managing the Windows NT Registry, addresses four...
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